Journaling with QTBIPOC*
Students:
Tips for Crafting Affirming, Personal Statements for Scholarship/Job Applications

*Queer, trans, Black, Indigeneous, people of color

To know more about workshop creator/facilitator:
●
●

Dr.Óscar Fernández, Senior Instructor I,
Portland State University, University Studies,
osf@pdx.edu
https://pebblepad.com/spa/#/public/GctzZ7
RbZczmz3xnnb8pZdwWqW?historyId=BMM
1vB9qqE

What’s the big question we are answering today?
●

Feeling tokenized by periodically writing diversity statements for
scholarship and job applications?

This hands-on writing workshop centers on participants’ merit and
cultural wealth as the focus to craft affirming, personal statements
for scholarship applications or job applications.

Sharing the origin story behind this workshop
“What upsets me the most is the essays we are expected
to write for scholarships and opportunities to succeed;
this concept of selling my ‘sob story’ to get money—
without guarantee I will receive it—is traumatic. I’ve
typed-up my experiences over and over again—and in so
many different ways—to receive funding for my
education. I’ve been explicit, broad, open, personal,
exposed. As I continue with my higher education, I am
vigilant about re-telling my story for money all over again
(e.g., in graduate school)” (Co-author Diaz-Espinosa)
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Disclaimer: this is not a legal clinic.
●

The advice is for educational purposes only.

●

The advice does not promise achievement in job/scholarship-related goals.

●

This workshop was created by a faculty member.

●

I neither represent the faculty union nor the administration nor specific academic
committees.

Materials you will need for this workshop
1. Time. About 45 minutes.
2. A writing journal, a Word Doc, a piece of paper.
3. A copy of an actual job posting that asks you for a diversity statement. (It’s okay if
you don’t have one for today’s workshop).
4. A copy of an actual scholarship application that asks you diversity-related
questions. (It’s okay if you don’t have one for today’s workshop).

How to navigate this pre-recorded workshop?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

The main workshop website will feature the
workshop’s pre-recorded screen recording.
The main workshop website will feature the Google
Slides.
Open the Google Slides so you can make any slide
bigger or smaller according to your visual needs.
PAUSE the screen recording.
Speed up or slow down the language speed according
to your needs. Click on the 1x to speed up or slow down
Very soon, I will embed closed captions.

Workshop Objectives
Participants will
●
●
●
●

Describe personal/cultural-affirming aspects of themselves & cultures;
Compare their personal & cultural assets (“superpowers”) with other participants;
Demonstrate how identifying our personal and cultural wealth (our “superpowers”) is the
foundation for writing scholarship/employment applications.
Develop affirming ways to answer diversity questions that (sometimes) ask us to disclose
traumatic experiences.

Reflective Journaling Time: Identifying our personal capital (our
“superpowers”)
Reflective Journaling Instructions
1.
2.
3.
4.

Write non-stop for the allotted time (3-5 min or go
longer if the workshop is pre-recorded!)
Focus on the prompt.
If your mind wanders, that’s okay. Keep writing
what’s on your mind.
You don’t have to share what you wrote.

THE PROMPT. Focus your attention on your journey in K-12 and college. What “superpowers”
(personal capital, skills, abilities) are you most of proud?
I am most proud of _______________.
Try to come up with 10 sentences that start with “I am most proud of . . . “

POST Reflective Journaling Time: Identifying our personal capital (our
“superpowers”)
Spend additional time by reflecting on these follow--up questions.
Write and respond to the following:
1.
2.
3.

How was the experience of beginning to list our personal
capital (our “superpowers”)?
Did you get to at least 10 sentences of “I am most proud of .
. . “? Congrats!
If you did not get to at least 10 sentences, why do you think
that is? + congrats!

Reflective Journaling Time: Digging deeper to identify our
Community Cultural Wealth.
Reflective Journaling Instructions
1.
2.
3.
4.

Write non-stop for the allotted time (3-10 min or go
longer if the workshop is pre-recorded!)
Focus on the prompt.
If your mind wanders, that’s okay. Keep writing
what’s on your mind.
You don’t have to share what you wrote.

THE PROMPT. SEE NEXT image before completing FOR THE PROMPT.
● The next prompt is a bit longer.
● Complete any or all of the six questions in the six columns.
● Completing the next prompt WILL TAKE LONGER THAN TODAY’S WORKSHOP.
● RETURN TO the next slide OFTEN DURING THE NEXT 2-3 WEEKS.

Let’s define: What is “Community Cultural Wealth”?

Reflective Journaling Time: Digging deeper to identify our
Community Cultural Wealth?

1. Aspirational
capital.
Describe
experiences
where despite
barriers, you
maintained
“hopes and
dreams for the
future” (Yosso,
p. 123)

2. Linguistic
capital.
Describe
experiences you
attained by the
languages you
posses and/or
style of
communication
(including
storytelling,
visual art,
music, or
poetry)

3. Familiar
capital.
Describe
experiences you
attained thanks
to your familias,
kinships,
extended
families, created
families. What
lessons of care,
coping, and
providing
inform your
consciousness?

4. Social capital.
Describe
experiences
where
“networks of
people and
community
resources” (p.
124) provided
you with
support
(emotional,
financial)?

5. Navigational
capital.
Describe
strategies you
employ when
navigating
institutions not
created with
Communities of
Color in mind.

6. Resistant
capital.
Describe
knowledges and
skills you’ve had
through
“oppositional
behavior” that
challenges
inequality?
Describe events
or behaviors
where you
challenged the
status quo.

POST Reflective Journaling Time: Digging deeper to identify our
Community Cultural Wealth?

●

What are you experiencing as you complete the prompts?

●

If we were in person, what would you share about
completing the Community Cultural Wealth prompts?

POST Reflective Journaling Time: So, how is completing these prompts

going to help me with diversity statements in employment &
scholarships?

●

The workshop’s prompts center our attention on
our cultural capital.

●

The workshop’s prompts disrupt notions that trauma
is are only cultural capital.

Why focus on Community Cultural Capital?
“Trauma tourism is an experience I find myself doing a
lot in college, which has impacted me positively and
negatively. It has been annoying and exhausting to
continually share my traumas for a White audience
that so obviously capitalises and tokenises me and my
experiences. At the same time, I feel this [sharing
traumas] has been the main driver in granting me
different scholarships and job opportunities” (Coauthor Cadiz)
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So, how to connect the workshop’s Community Cultural Wealth prompts
with answering actual scholarship questions?

Use the “findings” from your six dimensions of our Community Cultural
Wealth to frame your answers.
If your attention turns to sharing details that you may identify as “traumatic,”
consider returning to the six dimensions of Community Cultural Wealth.

Reflective journaling: Identify the keywords & provide evidence from our Community
Cultural Capital prompts
If you brought your own diversity scholarship forms
or employment forms, analyze what you brought.
To the right, you will see sample diversity
scholarship questions we used in our book chapter
on trauma tourism in higher education.
Instructions
●
●
●

List all the keywords that jump at you.
Ask yourself: what evidence is this
employment/scholarship asking for?
Ask yourself: what evidence from my
Community Cultural Capital should I
employ?

POST Reflective journaling:WHAT IF we answer such questions with our Community
Cultural Capital front and center?
WHAT IF YOU used the capital below as evidence
for the keywords?

Here are the keywords I found:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Diversity+contributed
Financial challenges
Obstacles + women
Difficultures + women +
higher education
Steps to overcome them
Struggle + life challenge
Commitment + community
involvement

What if?

●
●
●

●

Aspirational capital
Linguistic capital
Familiar capital
Social capital

●
●

Navigational capital
Resistant capital

Cinco consejos para nuestra comunidad / Five Messages for Our Community
Twenty-One Years in American Higher Education as a QPOC Student and later a Faculty Employee
(1990-2021)
1.

Cultural and personal wealth. Reflect on your merit & our cultures’ wealth. What are you most proud of?

2.

Ask for individual & communal help. When is “échele ganas”/just work harder (sometimes) not enough?

3.

Read more works by QTBIPOC authors. In your disciplines, who are the QTBIPOC authors, experts, leaders?

4.

Disrupting so-called imposter syndrome. What strategies do you use to disrupt feeling like an imposter?

5.

Trauma tourism. Why is framing institutional grievances around our trauma something to avoid? Why is framing
job/scholarship applications around our trauma something to avoid?
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Thank you. Muchas gracias.
Salud, Paz y Poder (health, peace, and power)
Dr. Óscar Fernández

End of presentation

